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• ★ “The ‘Media Literacy’ Trojan Horse: Alvin Lui on Woke Indoctrination”
“Parents think that media literacy means knowing when someone has actually fake news versus facts. 
What media literacy and organizations like the News Literacy Project [are doing is] brainwashing 
children to not listen to independent journalists or organizations like Epoch, or like what Chris Rufo is 
doing, ... and to instead only go back to the mainstream media.” In this episode, I sit down with Alvin 
Lui, a bona fide magician-turned-parental rights advocate, to understand the latest woke programming 
making its way into K-12 education. “The Biden administration just had this agency that’s now 
proposing to do home visits to parents who are homeschooling their kids—for parents who don’t 
believe in the ideology—because the children might be abused at home, because the parents don’t 
believe that they can be born in the wrong body. So that’s the next wave. That’s the next move,” says 
Mr. Lui.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-media-literacy-trojan-horse-alvin-lui-on-woke-indoctrination-
5576280 
TRANSCRIPT: www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-media-literacy-trojan-horse-alvin-lui-on-woke-
indoctrination-5576280 

• “‘Non-Binary’ Birth Certificates and the WPATH Fraud”
“"It’s a very beguiling, alluring thought ... You hate yourself and you’re 14. And you could be a 
different person with a different name and a different pronoun and a different body. And nobody will 
ever be able to refer to the old you. So these kids fall for it."”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/non-binary-birth-certificates-and-the-wpath-fraud-stella-omalley-
5610643 
TRANSCRIPT: www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/non-binary-birth-certificates-and-the-wpath-fraud-
stella-omalley-5610643 

• “‘Gender Science’ Was Merely Ideology All Along”
“Why did it take so long for common sense to return to this contentious issue? Blame the cultural 
imperialism of gender ideologues who, while most of us were not paying attention, successfully 
instituted “treatment guidelines” that focused almost exclusively on “affirming” a child’s gender 
confusion as medically necessary, while branding the more cautious approach of deeply exploring the 
mental health issues that could have contributed to the patient’s confusion as “transphobic,” and even 
likely to drive gender-confused children to suicide. WPATH—which stands for the World Professional 
Association for Transgender Health—led the charge…And now, a shocking new report—“The WPATH 
Files”, published by Environmental Progress—has exposed WPATH’s rank ideological method as 
primarily “consumer-driven and pseudoscientific”—as opposed to evidence-based—and (appearing) to  
be “political activism, not science”.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/gender-science-was-merely-ideology-all-along-5612081 
WPATH Files: 
static1.squarespace.com/static/56a45d683b0be33df885def6/t/65ea1c1ea42ff5250c88a2f5/17098414553
08/WPATH+Report+and+Files%28N%29.pdf 
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• “WPATH files show ‘breach of ethics’”
* www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/wpath-files-show-breach-of-ethics-journalist/ar-BB1jkJW9 

•  AUDIO: “WPATH FILES - Trans Scandal Exposed”
“What we’re dealing with here is one of the worst medical mistreatment scandals in human history…. 
And maybe the worst” . Journalist Michael Shellenberger sits down with me to dive into the recently 
published WPATH files. What did Mia Hughes and the team at Environmental Progress discover in the 
leaked documents and videos from so-called "World Professional Association For Transgender 
Health"? The revelations of the report are horrific...”
* podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/michael-shellenberger-wpath-files-trans-scandal-exposed/
id1727337401?i=1000648379628 

• VIDEO: “The WPATH Files - by Michael Shellenberger”
“Advocates of gender-affirming care say it’s evidence-based. But now, newly released internal files 
from the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) prove that the practice of 
transgender medicine is neither scientific nor medical.”
* public.substack.com/p/the-wpath-files 

• VIDEO: “Why I Was Wrong About Trans” (Michael Shellenberger)
* public.substack.com/p/why-i-was-wrong-about-trans 

• “The Shaky Foundation of Childhood Gender Transition”
“It’s easy to lose sight of the fact that most of us simply want what’s best for our kids. It’s high time we  
reverted to that principle as our guiding star, particularly in the immediate aftermath of the explosive 
“WPATH Files.” These leaked files shine a bright light on the troubling quality of the “Standards of 
Care” issued by the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) and the 
questionable—and often outright lack of—science underpinning those “standards”. Reading through a 
report by Environmental Progress on the files, an Ernest Hemingway quote comes to mind: “All things 
truly wicked start from innocence.””
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/the-shaky-foundation-of-childhood-gender-transition-5608349 
WPATH Files:  https://environmentalprogress.org/big-news/wpath-files 

• “Mother-Daughter Duo Lead ‘Don’t Mess With Our Kids’ Movement”
“Naomi Van Wyk and her daughter Esther shed light on the grassroots movement “Don’t Mess With 
Our Kids”, originating from Peru and now gaining momentum across the United States. With a mission  
to empower parents and protect children’s rights, they discuss the movement’s origins, its collaboration  
with other advocacy groups like “Moms for America”, and the upcoming nationwide event slated for 
April 13, 2024.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/mother-daughter-duo-lead-dont-mess-with-our-kids-movement-
5608673 

• “Why the religion of wokeism is so dangerous”
“On this episode, Will sits down with Environmental Progress founder and author, Michael 
Shellenberger, to discuss why the worshipping of wokeism as an ideology is inherently dangerous to a 
society, as well as what Michael and Will believe are the real greatest threats to the American 
experiment. Will and Michael look at issues such as climate, energy, food policy, as well as drugs, 
mental illness, homelessness, and crime to give an overarching view of places where well-intended but 
naive policies have had disastrous unintended consequences.”
* m.youtube.com/watch?v=n74mE2yoczA 

• “Is Calling Someone ‘White’ Considered Racist?”
“Or should the right to free speech trump all?”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/is-calling-someone-white-considered-racist-5607861 

• “NSW to Outlaw ‘Gay Conversion Therapy’”
“The New South Wales (NSW) government has introduced new legislation to prohibit all LGBT 
conversion practices from religious communities in the state. However, religious communities are 
concerned that this will affirm medical practices that harm children. The state Labor government 
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claimed that the move was an attempt to protect LGBT people from therapy practices based on “false 
ideology” that LGBT people had a disorder or required treatment.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/nsw-to-outlaw-gay-conversion-therapy-5607075 
MEDIA RELEASE: www.nsw.gov.au/media-releases/nsw-government-introduces-laws-to-ban-
harmful-lgbtq-conversion-practices 

• “New ‘Trans Study’ Debunks Popular Narrative”
“One of the ways that modern psychiatrists are trained to force parents to accept their children being 
transgender is by presenting a false binary choice. It goes something like this: would you rather have a 
living daughter, or a dead son? The implication is that parents either accept their children’s gender 
transition, or they will likely kill themselves. It’s sort of like a hostage situation that many parents find 
themselves in—being told that if they don’t accept their children’s “new identity”, it’s tantamount to 
killing them. However, more evidence is coming to light that this might not really be the case, and that 
actually, the opposite is true.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/new-trans-study-debunks-popular-narrative-facts-matter-5607461 
REPORT: www.auajournals.org/doi/10.1097/JU.0000000000001971.20 
REPORT: mentalhealth.bmj.com/content/27/1/e300940.full 

• “Irish Voters Overwhelmingly Reject Constitutional Change on Family and Women”
“The proposals would have removed the so-called ‘woman in the home’ clause and widened the 
definition of family in the Irish Constitution.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/irish-voters-overwhelmingly-reject-constitutional-change-on-family-
and-women-5604450 

• “[Australian] Businesses Will Miss Out on Government Contracts If They Fail to Meet Gender Targets”
“Australian businesses will soon have to find ways to improve “gender equality” in their workplaces if 
they want to win government contracts. In her speech to the National Press Club of Australia on March 
7, federal Minister for Finance and Minister for Women Katy Gallagher outlined measures to reduce 
the “gender pay gap”. The gender pay gap is an indicator calculated by dividing the difference between  
the average total remuneration of male and female employees in an organisation, against the average 
male total remuneration.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/businesses-will-miss-out-on-government-contracts-if-they-fail-to-
meet-gender-targets-5602521 

• “Drag Story Time Banned by Australian Local Council”
“A controversial local council program that sees drag performers read books to children in libraries has  
been banned by Cumberland City Council in Sydney. The decision comes after a group of people 
registered their objection to the scheme by “flooding” the council’s chambers during a meeting in 
support of a local councillor who was calling to ban the program.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/drag-story-time-banned-by-australian-local-council-5597222 

• “Nothing Is More Sexist Than Gender Ideology”
“The new narrative being pushed in gender ideology is that gender doesn’t exist at all. This push is 
happening at the same time as left-wing science is taking over education. We speak to Colin Wright, 
evolutionary biologist and founding editor of Reality’s Last Stand, about this push to eliminate gender 
altogether, and how in reality there is nothing more sexist than gender ideology.”
*www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/nothing-is-more-sexist-than-gender-ideology-colin-wright-5596855

• “Braving the Thorns: A Mother Leads Her Daughter Away From Transgenderism”
“As the term transgender has become a buzzword in societal conversations, many children tell their 
parents that they were “born in the wrong body.” Amid a chorus of experts and educators claiming 
acceptance and transition as the sole paths to happiness, parents find themselves in a harrowing 
dilemma as they see their children on the brink of life-altering decisions. In this landscape, one Chinese  
Canadian mother stands out. Armed with love, tolerance, and resilience fostered by her faith, she 
embarked on a journey to guide her daughter away from the brink of gender transition. Here is Mei’s 
story, sharing her perspective as she aims to offer hope to families navigating similar challenges.”
* https://www.theepochtimes.com/bright/in-depth-braving-the-thorns-a-mother-leads-her-daughter-
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away-from-transgenderism-5591870 

• “Western Australia Invests $900,000 of Taxpayer Funds Into LGBT Inclusion Strategy”
“The state will also establish an LGBT peak body to increase representation for queer people.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/western-australia-invests-900000-of-taxpayer-funds-into-lgbt-
inclusion-strategy-5593355 
STRATEGY: www.wa.gov.au/government/media-statements/Cook-Labor-Government/New-
LGBTQIA%2B-inclusion-strategy-to-promote-equality-20240223 

Laurence
31-3-2024
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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